2009 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

Division I
Coach of the Year: Jovan Vavic (USC)
Player of the Year: JW Krumpholz (USC)

First Team
Jimmie Sandman (Stanford) Goalie
Scott Davidson (UCLA) Attacker
Spencer Warden (California) Utility
J.W. Krumpholz (USC) Center
Drac Wigo (Stanford) Driver
Milos Golic (UC-Santa Barbara) Driver
Shea Buckner (USC) Center Defense

Second Team
Chay Lapin (UCLA) Goalie
Jordan Thompson (USC) Center
Janson Wigo (Stanford) Driver
Ben Hohl (UCLA) Attacker
Tibor Forai (Loyola Marymount) Attacker
Brandon Johnson (UC-Irvine) Driver
JP MacDonell (Pepperdine) Attacker

Third Team
Andy Stevens (Loyola Marymount) Goalie
Ivan Rackov (California) Attacker
Jack Wall (Santa Clara) Utility
Mark Zalewski (Princeton) Attack
Goran Tomasevic (Pacific) Center Defense
Zach White (California) Center
Tom Kruij (UC-Irvine) Utility

Honorable Mention
Richie Hyden (Bucknell) Utility
Edgaras Asajavicius (Loyola Marymount) Attacker
Luke Baldwin (Navy) Attacker
Justin Rappel (USC) Driver
Joel Dennerley (USC) Goalie
Clayton Synder (Pepperdine) Center
Matt Sagehorn (USC) Driver
Kent Holland (Brown) Goalie
Brian Dudley (California) Defender
Peter Kurzeka (USC) Driver
Zsombor Vincze (UC-Santa Barbara) Driver
Svetozar Stefanovic (Brown) Center
Jeffrey Schwimer (Stanford) Center
Aaron Steiger (California Baptist) Utility
Ikaika Aki (Loyola Marymount) Attacker
Matt Hale (Princeton) Center Defense
Cole Bielskis (UC-Irvine) Center
Caleb Hamilton (Concordia) Attacker
Joe Przekota (Iona) Center
Alex Churnside (Air Force) Utility
Ali Arat (Fordham) Center
Cory Nasoff (California) Attacker
Jacob Smith (Stanford) Driver
Cole Consani (UCLA) Center
Griffin White (UCLA) Attacker
Cullen Hennessy (UCLA) Attacker
Milos Skaljiac (Concordia) Center
Nick Donahue (Bucknell) Goalie
Anthony Artukovich (USC) Driver
Sean Coghlan (Bucknell) Driver
Brett Rajchel (Navy) Goalie

Division II
Coach of the Year: Denny Harper (UC-San Diego)
Player of the Year: Steven Donohoe (UC-San Diego)

First Team
Steven Donohoe (UC-San Diego) Utility
Alex Moggridge (Mercyhurst) Driver
Kane Ashton (Mercyhurst) Driver
Andy Sekulski (Mercyhurst) Goalie
Peter Gresham (UC-San Diego) Center Defense
Sean Roberts (UC-San Diego) Utility
David Morton (UC-San Diego) Goalie

Division III
Coach of the Year: Tom Whittemore (Redlands)
Player of the Year: Ryan Floersch (Redlands)

First Team
Kyle Gertridge (Johns Hopkins) Utility
Ryan Floersch (Redlands) Center
Alex Perry (Whittier) Attacker
Ben Hadley (Pomona-Pitzer) Utility
Andrew Cosentino (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Driver
Erik Grosshans (Redlands) Driver
Casey Regehr (Whittier) Goalie

Second Team
Alex Whittam (Johns Hopkins) Driver
Alex Mule (Chapman) Utility
Ryan Balikian (Pomona-Pitzer) Utility
John Floersch (Redlands) Center Defense
Brandon Gross (California Lutheran) Utility
Rilesh Desai (Whittier) Utility
Jeremy Selbst (Johns Hopkins) Goalie

Honorable Mention
Matt Heagy (California Lutheran) Utility
Wes Lewis (California Lutheran) Driver
Austin McElvaney (Chapman) Center Defense
Steve Hilty (Washington & Jefferson) Center/Utility
Brandon Babot (Whittier) Center
Brian Chong (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Utility
Max Kelly (Occidental) Goalie
Teddy Trowbridge (Redlands) Goalkeeper
Austen Oliver (Occidental) Utility
Arturo Villalpando (La Verne) Utility
Stephen Andron (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Center
Colin McGarry (Penn State Behrend) Driver
Brian Baier (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Utility
John Todd (Washington & Jefferson) Goalie